Abstract-In recent decade, utility mining has attracted a great attention, but most of the existing studies are developed to deal with itemset-based data. Different from the itemset-based data, the time-ordered sequence data is more commonly seen in real-world situations. Current utility mining algorithms have the limitation when dealing with sequence data since they are time-consuming and require large amount of memory usage. In this paper, we propose an efficient Projection-based Utility Mining (ProUM) approach to discover high-utility sequential patterns from sequence data. The utility-array structure is designed to store necessary information of sequence-order and utility. By utilizing the projection technique in generating utilityarray, ProUM can significantly improve the mining efficiency, and effectively reduce the memory consumption. Besides, we propose a new upper bound named sequence extension utility. Several pruning strategies are further applied to improve the efficiency of ProUM. Experimental results show that the proposed ProUM algorithm significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the big data era, data mining and analytics [1] are one of the fundamental technologies for discovering knowledge in data, and have become more prevalent in our life due to the rapid growth of the massive data [2] . Up to now, a handful of methods have been proposed for discovering useful and interesting patterns [3] , [4] from different types of data. For example, frequent pattern mining (FPM) [3] , [4] and association rule mining (ARM) [3] from the transaction data, have been extensively studied. One of the well-known application of FPM and ARM is market basket analysis. In addition, mining of the sequence data which is common for many real-life applications, also has attracted a lot of attention. One of the well-studied research field for mining the sequence data is called sequential pattern mining (SPM) [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . Knowing the useful patterns and auxiliary knowledge from sequences/events can benefit a number of applications, such as web access analysis, event prediction, time-aware recommendation, and DNA detection [8] . A number of research work has been done [2] , [4] , [7] , [8] on mining interesting patterns from transaction or sequential data. However, most of them are based on the co-occurrence frequency of patterns.
Motivations. In reality, the massive data, e.g., sequence, contains valuable but hidden auxiliary information. However, the measures of support [4] and confidence [3] , [5] cannot be effectively utilized to discover the implicit or potential information. For instance, implicit factors such as the utility, interest, risk, and profit of objects in data are not considered in traditional ARM or SPM. In general, the main goal of tasks for data mining and analytics usually expect to achieve utility maximization. However, most of existing algorithms of FPM, ARM and SPM are unable to discover the valuable targeted patterns which benefit utility maximization. For example, support/frequency-based data mining models might be insufficient to achieve a time-aware recommendation for users, based on the users' click-stream or purchase behavior. Specifically, a variety of applications take utility into account. Typical examples include the profit of products in supermarkets and retail stores, the satisfaction feedbacks of different restaurants, the popularity of hot showing movies. Thus, the frequency framework loses its adaptiveness in these circumstances.
Utility [9] is an important concept in Economics. By taking the utility theory [9] from Economics into account, it leads to the emergence of a new mining and computing framework named utility mining [10] , [11] . Utility mining is in the cross-domain of information technology and Economics. In the past decade, utility mining has been extensively studied, such as high-utility itemset mining (HUIM) [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , high-utility sequential pattern mining (HUSPM) [16] , [17] , [18] , and high-utility episode mining (HUEM) [19] . It is successfully applied to discover utility-driven knowledge in the cross-domain of information technology and business. The identified patterns which can bring valuable profits for retailers or managers are more useful than those frequent-based patterns in business. HUIM addresses the itemset-based data to mine high-utility itemsets (HUIs) [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , and HUSPM deals with the sequence data to discover high-utility sequential patterns (HUSPs) [16] , [17] , [18] . In general, the utility can be the user-specified subjective measure, e.g., satisfaction, profit, risk, and interest, etc. Up to now, utility mining [10] , [11] has become an important branch of data science, which aims at utilizing the auxiliary information from data (e.g., itemsets, events, sequences). Different from the itemset-based data, the time-ordered sequence data is more commonly seen in realworld situations. To a certain extent, the itemset data is a special case of the sequence data.
Challenges. Several prior studies have focused on improving the mining efficiency of HUSPM, such as USpan [18] , HuspExt [16] , PHUS [20] , HUS-Span [17] . All of them are based on a lexicographic sequence tree with two concatenation mechanisms, and use several pruning strategies w.r.t. upper bounds on utility to prune the search space. HUSPM may easily face the critical combinatorial explosion of search space without powerful pruning strategies w.r.t. upper bounds on utility. To summarize, speeding up the execution time and reducing memory consumption without losing HUSPs are critical in HUSPM. How to improve the mining efficiency of utility mining on sequence data is still an open problem.
Contributions. In light of the aforementioned challenges, we propose a novel utility mining framework, namely Projection-based Utility Mining on sequence data (ProUM). Based on the developed utility-array with the projection mechanism, the utility-driven mining model, ProUM, can not only extract the insightful high-utility patterns, but also achieve better efficiency. We evaluate the efficiency of the proposed ProUM by comparing with the state-of-the-art utility mining algorithms. ProUM significantly outperforms the state-of-theart algorithms, e.g., USpan and HUS-Span.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, to solve the problem we come up with, some concepts and principles of sequence mining [7] , [8] , [21] and utility theory-oriented sequence mining [18] are introduced briefly.
Definition 1: (sequence data) Let I = {i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , · · · , i n } be a set of all possible distinct items. An itemset X is a subset of items, i.e., X ⊆ I. A sequence s is an ordered list of itemsets (also called elements or events). Note that the items within each element are unordered, and we assume that they are sorted alphabetically. Additionally, we use "≺" to represent that one item occurs before another item. In SPM, an item occurs at most once in an element of a sequence. While in HUSPM, an item can occur multiple times (also called occurred quantity) in an element. A group of the sequences stored with their identifiers (sid) is called a sequence database, denoted as D. Thus, a sequence database D = {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s m } is a set of sequences/tuples (sid, e 1 , · · · , e j ), where sid is a sequence id, and e j is an element that contains a set of items belonging to I.
In this paper, a quantitative sequential database, as shown in Table I , is presented as a running example. Each item i j in D is associated with a unit utility (also called external utility), which is denoted as pr(i j ). The unit utility (e.g., price, profit) for each item is provided in Table II , which can be called profit-table. In general, the profit-table is based on the prior knowledge of similar users or contents. Definition 2: (quantitative sequence) For the addressed problem of HUSPM, the processed database is the quantitative sequence database (or called q-database) that each item i j ∈ I (1 ≤ j ≤ n) in an element/itemset v is associated with a quantity (also called internal utility), denoted as q(i j , v). For convenience, we use "q-" to refer to the object associated with quantity throughout this paper. Thus, the term "q-sequence" means a sequence with quantities, and "sequence" means a sequence without quantities. Similarly, the "q-itemset" means an itemset having quantities, while an "itemset" does not have quantities.
Definition 3: (utility mining on sequence) A k-itemset, also called k-q-itemset, is an itemset that contains exactly k items. A k-sequence (k-q-sequence) is a sequence having k items. Let q(i j , v) be the quantity of (i j ) in a q-itemset v, and pr(i j ) be the unit profit of (i j ). The utility of a q-item (i j ) in a q-itemset v is denoted as u(i j , v), and defined as u(i j , v) = q(i j , v) × pr(i j ). The utility of a q-itemset v is denoted as u(v) and defined as u(v) = ij ∈v u(i j , v). The utility of a q-sequence
The utility of a quantitative sequential database D is the sum of the utility of each q-sequences, such as u(D) = s∈D u(s).
For instance, consider the running example in Table I Due to the multiple matching cases, the measure of the utility of sequences for HUSPM is more challenging than that for SPM and HUIM.
Definition 5: (q-itemset containment) Given two itemsets w and w . The itemset w is contained in w (denoted as w ⊆ w ) if w is a subset of w or w is the same as w . Given two qitemsets v and v , v is said to be contained in v if for any item in v, there exists the same item having the same quantity in v . This is denoted as v ⊆ v .
Definition 6: (q-sequence containment) Given two se-
The sequence t is contained in t (denoted as t ⊆ t') if there exists an integer sequence Note that the definition of utility of sequence originally proposed in [22] , [23] is too specific. Therefore, the later studies [17] , [18] adopted "the maximum utility of all occurrences of a sequence t in a q-sequence s" as the real utility of t in s. Note that our proposed model follows this definition of utility.
Definition 7: (utility of a sequence in s and D) Consider a sequence t and a q-sequence s, the utility of t in s, denoted as u(t, s), may have different utility values. We choose the maximum utility among these utility values as the utility of t in s, as defined as
Let u(t) denote the overall utility of a sequence t in a quantitative sequential database D. It is defined as u(t) = t⊆s∧s∈D u(t, s). For instance, consider two sequences Table I can be obtained as
Intuitively, the calculation of the overall utility of a sequence in the sequence database is quite complicated than that of HUIM and SPM.
Definition 8: (high-utility sequential pattern, HUSP) A sequence t is said to be a high-utility sequential pattern in D (denoted as HUSP) if its overall utility in D satisfies: HU SP ← {t|u(t) ≥ δ × u(D)}, where δ is the minimum utility threshold δ (usually given as a percentage).
In the running example, assume δ is set as 25%, then 25 . Based on the above concepts, the formal definition of the utility mining on sequence data (also called high-utility sequential pattern mining) problem can be defined below.
Problem statement: Given a quantitative sequential database D (with a profit-table), and a user-defined minimum utility threshold δ. The utility-driven mining problem of highutility sequential pattern mining (HUSPM) consists of enumerating all HUSPs whose overall utility values in this database are no less than the prespecified minimum utility account, such as δ × u(D).
III. PROPOSED UTILITY MINING ALGORITHM: PROUM
In this section, we propose a projection-based ProUM algorithm to discover high-utility sequence-based patterns, by recursively project the utility-array based on the prefix sequences. ProUM utilizes the utility-array data structure to avoid multiple scanning the original database and projecting the sub-database. Only the compact utility-array is needed to be projected and scanned in each mining process. Details are presented below.
A. Lexicographic Tree
According the previous studies (e.g., SPAM [24] , PrefixSpan [7] , USpan [18] ), the complete search space of SPM and HUSPM can be represented abstractly as the lexicographic sequence tree [24] . For the addressed problem for mining highutility sequential patterns, we adopted the lexicographic qsequence tree (LQS-tree) which used in USpan [18] to present the search space of ProUM.
Definition 9: (I-Concatenation and S-Concatenation) To generate new sequences based on prefix node in LQStree, there are two operations called I-Concatenation and SConcatenation, respectively.
• Given a sequence t and an item i j , the I-Concatenation of t with i j consists of appending i j to the last itemset of t, denoted as <t ⊕ i j > I−Concatenation .
• An S-Concatenation of t with an item i j consists of adding i j to a new itemset appended after the last itemset of t, denoted as <t
Based on the definition of sequence length and sequence size, the I-Concatenation does not increase the length of sequence t, while the SConcatenation increases the length of sequence t since the number of itemsets in t increases one. Based on the two prefixbased operations, all candidate sequences in the search space w.r.t. LQS-tree can be enumerated for the purpose of mining HUSPs.
B. Utility-Array and Projection Mechanism
Definition 10: (remaining utility [15] , [18] ) Given a sequence t and a sequence database D, the remaining utility of t in a q-sequence s is the overall utilities of all items which positions are after t in s, and defined as: u rest (t, s) = max{u rest (t, p k , s)}, where p k is the k-position, and u rest (t, p k , s) = i ∈s∧t≺i u(i ). Thus, the overall remaining utility of t in D is defined as: u rest (t) = s∈D u rest (t, s).
Basically, the remaining utility of a sequence means the sum of the utilities after this sequence. Intuitively, the remaining utility is based on matching position. 
Based on the concept of remaining utility, we then introduce a data structure to represent the necessary information (both utility and sequence order w.r.t. position) of each q-sequence.
Definition 11: (utility-array) In a q-sequence database, suppose all the items in a q-sequence s have different unique occurred positions are {p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p q }, where {p 1 < p 2 < · · · < p q }, and the total number of positions is equal to the length of s. The utility-array of a q-sequence s = e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e n (e n is the n-element in s) consists of a set of arrays, from left to right in s. Each array is related to an item i j in each position pos k , and contains the following fields: array pos k = [eid, item, u, ru, next pos, pos nexteid]. Details of them are described below:
• Field eid is the element ID of an element containing i j ;
• Field item is the name of item i j ;
• Field u is the actual utility of i j in position p j ; • Field ru is the remaining utility of i j in position p j ;
• Field next pos is the next position of i j in s;
• Field next eid is the position of the first item in next element (eid+1) after current element (eid). In addition, the utility-array records the first occurred position of each distinct item in s. To summarize, an utility-array of a q-sequence s is a set of arrays related to each item in s, and contains the position, utility, and sequence order information.
Consider the running example in Table I , the constructed utility-array can be described in Table III . Note that the first occurred position of each distinct item in s are also recored in utility-array, e.g., the first occurred position of a and f is 1 and 5, respectively. Intuitively, the utility-array contains all necessary information of each sequence t, including not only the utility values of each item in each position/element, but also the sequence order and position information 1 . Definition 12: (position in utility-array) In the designed utility-array structure, each array has a unique position as an index. And the size of arrays in the utility-array of a qsequence s is equal to the length of s. This position represents a match of an item i j in s, and can be used as an index for quickly retrieving the utility-array and calculating the detailed information of i j . 1 Note that "-" means the position is empty. In the implementation details, we use an array to store the set of information of compact utility-array. Thus, array pos k is indexed by position pos k . For example, in Table III , the array 1 is indexed by position 1, and the array 2 is indexed by position 2. When calculating the compact utility-array of original sequence database D, we firstly remove those 1-sequences with the low SWU values in each sequence. Then the new (revised) transactions are used to construct the initial utility-arrays. Inspired by the database projection idea of PrefixSpan [7] , we present the following prefix-projected and span mechanism in utility-array.
Definition 13: (prefix, suffix, and projection [7] ) Assume all the items in an element of a sequence database D are listed alphabetically. Given two sequences, α = <e 1 , e 2 ...e n >, and β = <e 1 , e 2 ...e m > (m ≤ n). β is called a prefix of α iff it meets the following conditions: (1) e i = e i for i ≤ m − 1; (2) e m ⊆ e m ; and (3) all the items in (e m −e m ) are alphabetically after those in e m . And the rest part/elements after the prefix β in a sequence is called suffix with regards to prefix β. Let α be a sequence in D, then the α-projected sub-database, denoted as D| α , is the collection of suffixes of the sequences (which contains α) in D with regards to prefix α.
Based on the projection mechanism [7] , ProUM algorithm partitions the processed utility-array recursively. That is, each subset of the extracted sequential patterns are further divided when necessary. Thus, ProUM forms a divide-and-conquer framework. It recursively constructs the corresponding projected utility-arrays but not the projected sub-databases. Definition 14: (projected utility-array) Let t be a sequence in D, and the utility-array of t is denoted as t.ua, The tprojected utility-array, denoted as (D.ua)| t , is the collection of suffix of arrays in D.ua w.r.t. prefix t.
As an accurate representation, utility-array provides provably equivalent decomposition as projected database from original sequence data, but it requires much less memory space. All the HUSPs and the candidates can be acquired from a series of projected utility-arrays. It is important to notice that we only construct a set of the projected compact utility-array of each sequence s ∈ D, instead of constructing their projected sub-database which only contain the updated sequences.
C. Proposed Upper Bound and Pruning Strategies
To further improve ProUM's efficiency, an optimization with a new upper bound is proposed below. We can systematically explore the search space of ProUM by utilizing the presented pruning strategies.
Definition 15: (first matching) Given two q-sequences s and s , if s ⊆ s , the extension of s in s is said to be the rest of s after s, and is denoted as <s -s> rest . Given a sequence t and a q-sequence s, if t ∼ s k ∧ s k ⊆ s (t ⊆ s), the rest of t in s is the rest part of s after s k , which is denoted as <s-t> rest , where s k is the first match of t in s.
For example, consider a sequence t = < Table I . The rest part of s in S 3 is <S 3 -s> rest = <[(e:1)]>, thus it is unique. However, there exist two rest part of t in S 3 since it has two matches of t in S 3 , and the first one is < Theorem 1: Given a quantitative sequential database D and two sequences t and t . If t ⊆ t , then: SW U (t ) ≤ SW U (t) [18] .
Theorem 2: Given a quantitative sequential database D and a sequence t, then it holds: u(t) ≤ SW U (t) [18] .
Definition 17: (sequence-projected utilization [18] ) The sequence-projected utilization (SPU) of a sequence t in a sequence database D is denoted and defined as:
where i is the pivot of t in s, and u rest (i, s) is referred to the remaining utility at q-item i (exclusive) in q-sequence s, such as u rest (i, s) = i ∈s∧i≺i u(i ). u p (t, s) is the utility of t in position pivot (p) in s. Note that the pivot is the first place where this q-subsequences that match t.
Thus, the SPU value of a sequence t is the sum of remaining utilities and utilities of far left subsequences that matching t. However, this is not a true upper bound on utility. It may miss some real HUSPs when using SPU to prune the search space in the LQS-tree with DFS strategy. Other report of this serious problem can be referred to [25] . Therefore, we introduce a real upper-bound on utility for mining HUSPs. Details are respectively given below.
Definition 18: (sequence extension utility of t in s) We use the sequence extension utility (SEU) to present the maximum utility of the possible extensions that based on the prefix t. Let SEU(t, s) denote the SEU of a sequence t in s, and it indicates how much of the sequence's overall utility remains to be extended/concatenated. It is defined as:
where u rest (i, s) is the remaining utility of i in s, and i is the pivot of t in s w.r.t. the first occurrence position of s ∼ t, and u(t, s) is the maximum utility of t in s.
Based on the definition of <s − t> rest , we can see that u rest (i, s) is equal to <s − t> rest . To keep consistent, we use <s − t> rest in the following contents.
Definition 19: (sequence extension utility t in D) The overall sequence extension utility of a sequence t in a quantitative sequential database D is denoted as SEU(t) and defined as:
where u(t, s) is the maximum utility value of t in s.
It is important to notice that u(t, s) is the maximum utility of t in s (also can be referred to Definition 13), while the u p (t, s) can not guarantee the maximum utility of t in s. SEU is different from SPU. Intuitively, SEU contains less utility values than SWU in each q-sequence s that t ⊆ s.
Notice that u(<s -t> rest ) can be obtained from the constructed utility-array of t in s, which contains the remaining utility of t in each position. For example in Table I , consider the sequence t=
Theorem 3: Given a quantitative sequential database D and two sequences t and t . If t ⊆ t , we can obtain that:
Theorem 4: The SEU value of a sequence t is an upper bound on utility of this sequence in a quantitative sequential database D. It always has the relationship as: u(t) ≤ SEU (t).
Based on Theorems 3 and 4, we proposed two pruning strategies as below.
Definition 20: A sequence t in D is called a promising high-utility sequential pattern iff: 1) If the node for t is an I-Concatenation node and satisfies SWU(t) ≥ δ × u(D) or SEU(t) ≥ δ × u(D); and 2) If the node for t is an SConcatenation node and satisfies SWU(t) ≥ δ × u(D) or SEU(t) ≥ δ × u(D). Otherwise, this sequence/node is called an invalid or unpromising pattern.
Strategy 1: (Pruning of the unpromising one-q-sequences by SWU, named as PUO strategy): Let t be the sequence represented by a node N in the LQS-tree, t be represented as a child node of N , and δ be the minimum utility threshold. If SWU(t) ≥ δ ×u(D), we can stop ProUM from exploring node N . The reason is that the sequence t is always a supersequence of t. Hence, u(t ) ≤ SWU(t ) ≤ SWU(t) < δ × u(D). The upper bound SWU has the global downward closure property, thus any super-sequence t and its extensions cannot be a desired HUSP.
Strategy 2: (Pruning of the unpromising k-q-sequences by SEU, named as PUK strategy): When traversing the LQS-tree with the DFS strategy, the upper bound SEU of a sequence t can be utilized to early prune the unpromising k-qsequence in its subtree. Thus, if SEU(t) < δ × u(D), we can stop generating the utility-arrays of its I-Concatenation and S-Concatenation, and stop traversing all subtrees from t. This is because the utility of t and any of t's offspring would not more than SEU(t).
D. Proposed ProUM Algorithm
The details of LQS-tree, utility-array, projection mechanism, and pruning strategies with SWU and SEU have been introduced as far. To summarize, the pseudocode of main procedure of ProUM is shown in Algorithm 1. The input for ProUM contains a quantitative sequence database D, profit-table ptable, and a minimum utility threshold δ; and the output includes all the high-utility sequential patterns (HUSPs). Without loss of generality, we assume that our proposed ProUM traverses the LQS-tree by the Depth-First-Search (DFS) strategy. It first scans the original database once to get the SWU value of each 1-sequence t ∈ D (Line 2), and then gets the revised database D , by deleting the the 1-sequences that SWU(t) < δ × u(D) (Line 3). It then scans the revised database D once to construct the initial utility-arrays for all sequences in D (Line 4). After that, ProUM recursively projects a series of sub-utility-arrays based on the prefix sequences (Line 5), by traversing the LQS-tree with DFS strategy. * , D.ua, δ).
6: return HUSPs
The details of projection and searching procedure are presented at Algorithm 2. When visiting a node/sequence t, ProUM first initializes two sets, such as iItem = ∅ and sItem = ∅ (Line 1). Then it scans the projected utility-array (D.ua)| t once to obtain the promising items for I-Concatenation and S-Concatenation (Line 2). Note that in the SEU value of each item is calculated simultaneously during this utility-array scanning (Line 2). After obtaining the updated two sets of iItem and sItem, ProUM removes unpromising items that have SEU(i j ) < δ × u(D) in iItem and sItem, respectively (Lines 3 to 4, the PUK strategy). Then all these items in iItem and sItem may be used to generated the promising extensions t as descendant of t. The process of items in iItem is shown in Lines 5 to 14. For a new extension t which prefix is t (Line 6), it first constructs the projected sub-utility-array (D.ua)| t based on the previous utility-array (D.ua)| t (Line 7). At the same time, the SEU value of this I-Concatenation can be calculated. Then, ProUM checks this t whether is able to be the extension as descendant of t. It uses the PUK strategy (Line 8, using SEU upper bound). If its SEU < δ × u(D), ProUM backtracks to the parent of t. Otherwise, ProUM continues to check the overall utility of this extension t , and Algorithm 2 The Project-Search procedure Input: t: a sequence as prefix; (D.ua)| t : the projected utilityarray of t; δ: the minimum utility threshold. Output: HUSPs: the set of high-utility sequential patterns with prefix t. 1: initialize iItem = ∅ and sItem = ∅; 2: scan the projected utility-array (D.ua)| t once to: 3: 1) put I-Concatenation items of t into iItem; 4: 2) put S-Concatenation items of t into sItem; 5: 3) calculate the SEU values of these items form (D.ua)| t ; 6: remove unpromising items i j ∈ iItem that have SEU(i j ) < δ × u(D) (the PUK strategy); 7: remove unpromising items i j ∈ sItem that have SEU(i j ) < δ × u(D) (the PUK strategy); 8: for each item i ∈ iItem do 9:
t ← I-Concatenation(t, i); 10: construct the projected utility-array (D.ua)| t ; 11: if SEU(t ) ≥ δ × u(D) then if u(t ) ≥ δ × u(D) then 13: output t into HUSPs; 14: call Project-Search(t , (D.ua)| t , δ). 15: for each item i ∈ sItem do 16: t ← S-Concatenation(t, i); 17: construct the projected utility-array (D.ua)| t ; 18: if
output t into HUSPs; 21: call Project-Search(t , (D.ua)| t , δ). 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct several experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed projection-based utility mining ProUM algorithm. We select USpan [18] and the state-of-the-art HUS-Span [17] as the baseline algorithms. In our experiments, we use the execution time as the metric to evaluate the performance of ProUM.
A. Data Description and Experimental Setup
Datasets. Two real-world datasets, Bible and Kosarak10k, are used in the performance tests. The first used Bible contains 36,369 sequences and total 13,905 different symbols/items. In Bible, the average length of sequences is 21.64, and the maximal length of sequences is 100. The second dataset is Kosarak10k, which has 10,000 sequences, and 10,094 different items. In Kosarak10k, the average length of sequences is 8.14, and the maximal length of sequences is 608. Note that both Bible and Kosarak10k do not contain the quantity and unit profit. We adopt a simulation method, which is widely used in previous studies [14] , [15] , to generate the quantitative and profit information for each object/item in each dataset.
Experimental setup. All the compared algorithms in the experiments were implemented in Java language. Note that the original USpan algorithm with SPU upper bound may cause the incomplete mining results. Thus, the USpan code used here is a revised and optimized version. Besides, we replace SPU with SEU in USpan so that it can discover the complete HUSPs. All experiments are performed on a personal ThinkPad T470p computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700HQ CPU @ 2.80 GHz 2.81 GHz, 32 GB of RAM, and with the 64-bit Microsoft Windows 10 operating system.
B. Efficiency Analytics
A good high-utility sequence mining method should be efficient and scale well to handle long sequence data. Thus, we evaluate the running time of the compared methods under different parameter settings. We increase the minimum utility threshold on each dataset, while keeping the tested data size fixed. Under each setting, we run each compared approach 3 times, and plot the average running time in Fig. 1 . Intuitively, ProUM is the most efficient. The proposed ProUM algorithm can prune the unpromising candidates before constructing the utility-arrays consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art HUS-Span approach, even up to 3 orders of magnitude. Consider the Kosarak10k data in Fig. 1(b) , the performance of ProUM decreases when δ increases, but decreases slowly afterwards when δ = 1.72%. While USpan always consumes longer execution time than ProUM, from 2,890 seconds to 130 seconds. In particular, HUS-Span has the longest execution time in this dataset and consumes 5,000 seconds when δ smaller than 1.71%. In general, ProUM outperforms the compared algorithms in all test datasets under different parameter settings. For example, in Fig. 1(a) , we can obviously observe the difference of the runtime between HUS-Span and ProUM. These observations indicate that the downward closure property of SEU upper bound plays an active role in pruning the search space of the projection-based ProUM algorithm.
In addition, it is interesting to observe that USpan sometimes runs even faster than HUS-Span. In many cases, however, it is not clear whether the recently proposed HUS-Span is faster than the USpan which has been optimized in our experiment. For example, when conducted on Kosarak10k, it seems that HUS-Span has longer running time than USpan: when δ is set to 1.71%, it takes 5,000 seconds, which is quite longer than others. A possible reason is that HUS-Span needs additional time to scan the projected sub-databases for calculating the utility information from the built utility-chains. And the upper bound PEU sometimes has similar effect as that of the proposed SEU upper bound, in some datasets.
The projection mechanism of utility-array makes contribution to the improvement, which can be observed in Kosarak10k. This is because the small size of utility-array will create a favorable SEU value that will enhance the computation of later processes. To summarize, the enhanced ProUM algorithm which utilizes the powerful pruning strategies always has the best performance compared to the baseline USpan and the state-of-the-art HUS-Span algorithm. The designed ProUM algorithm is acceptable and efficient to discover high-utility sequential patterns from sequential datasets.
V. CONCLUSIONS
How to improve the mining efficiency of utility mining on sequence data is an open problem. In this paper, we develop a projection-based utility mining algorithm named ProUM, to fast mining of high-utility sequential patterns. We propose a new data structure namely utility-array, which can be directly used to calculate the utility and remaining utility of a sequence without scanning the database. Based on projection mechanism applying in utility-array, the ProUM algorithm can fast mining HUSPs in sequence data by utilizing the proposed upper bound on utility and two pruning strategies. We compare ProUM with the state-of-the-art algorithms (USpan and HUS-Span) for mining HUSPs. Experimental results on two real-life datasets demonstrate that ProUM has a better efficiency against the state-of-the-art baselines.
